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A capable lover of the Earth, who can find?

they are more precious than jewels.

The heart of the planet trusts in them

and will have no lack of gain

The lover does the Earth good and not harm,

all the days of their life.

The lover seeks wool and flax, working with beasts and plants;

working with willing hands.

They are like the local growers and shoppers, 

eating local, in season, no air-miles!

The lover uses energy wisely, 

ensuring a future for the household and the common home;

tasking all to use care.

The lover considers Earth’s green spaces and conserves them;

with their own hands they provide protection.

The lover is girded with strength and faces those who climate-deny, 

becoming stronger in resistance.

The lover sees value in the discarded, 

preserves and sustains  resources, to the good of all.

The lover does not fail to work tirelessly, 

holding firm to their principles.

The lover of the Earth opens out hands to the poor,

and reaches out hands to the needy.

The lover is prepared for future storms and challenges, 

which will come, come what may:

warning all who can hear of harm done and yet to come.

The lover dresses ethically, 



choosing to honour producers past and present.

The Earth is known by all,

its inhabitants have witnessed and known much abuse.

The lover is resourceful, 

sharing ideas and knowledge.

Strength and dignity clothe the lover,

as they  realistically anticipate the hardships to come.

The lover of the Earth opens their mouth with wisdom,

and the teaching of kindness is on their tongue.

The lover looks well to the ways of their household, 

and does not shirk the responsibility of vigilance.

The lover’s actions create happiness, 

the Earth appreciates and praises them.

“Many providing such earth care are creating change:

your actions do good not harm”.

Charm on the lips of deniers is deceitful, and beauty is vain greenwashing,

but the true lover of Earth is to be praised.

Give the lover a share in the fruit of their hands,

and let their works praise them in all Creation. 


